Session/Game: Savage Worlds Fulton 2

Date: April 27, 2008

EPISODE 2: The Terrible Secret of Nimrod Island
Campaign Date: April 27th, 2008
Characters:
H.T. Wilberforce, a.k.a. Dr. Hercules (Seasoned, Tech-Geek, Fulton Board) (Dave
Nelson)
Numb Chuck (Seasoned, ninja, Fulton Board) (Joe Cress)
Tyson (Seasoned, pilot and gun-hand, Fulton Board) (Marlon Kirton)
GM: Andrew Smith
Log:
Act One (Triple Threat)
Simultaneously, the agents of Fulton Horizons Limited find themselves under attack.
Numb-Chuck, the demented ninja wakes in his megar bachelor pad. His three rooms
are strewn with the deterius of his life. It has been almost a year since he has left the
hospital since the accident, and he still can't quite recall exactly who or what he was.
Now to add more interest to the mystery, a local Lancaster lawyer has dropped by
telling him that someone in his past has left him a "share" of a huge company -- the
Fulton Horizon's Limited. As chuck ponders just what his next move is before he has to
get off to work at the nearby Applebee's, his home is invaded by a group of
orange-jumpsuited goons.
At first, the goons try subterfuge. The knock on the door is accompanied by a lame
introduction. Chuck's razor-sharp wits catch the inconsistencies in his story and Chuck
instead chooses to sneak out the back. There he is ambushed by shotgun-wielding
goons. Chuck makes short work of them with karate chop and flying drop kick. He
makes off in his not-so-stealthy "NINJA MOBILE" to downtown Lancaster and Fulton
Horizons in search of answers.
Meanwhile, Tyson is returning the Fulton jet from repairs made on it in Denver,
Colorado. However, on his way back to Stoltzfoos field he is bounced by a robot-piloted
aircraft bent on shooting him down. An Australian voice transmitted from the plane
mocks Tyson. Tyson takes a hit from the robot-plane before putting the craft into a flat
death spin by forcing it to pick up his jet exhaust.
At the same time, Dr. Hercules (known secretly as Dr. Wilberforce around parts of York
County) is completing his first mission as a bonafide troubleshooter for Fulton Horizons.
He has tracked the exploding Mushroom Men to their underground lair below Chester
County and he is tasked with stopping their fiendish, fungual scheme. Unfortunately,
just as Dr. Herc engages the mushroom men, his power gauntlets fail. He is forced to

fight the fungus humanoids on his own. Luckily, he is triumphant until he reaches the
mushroom men leader. Just as the two trade blows, the mushroom men's spore
releaser explodes spewing tons of fungus up through the tunnels out into the air in
Chester, county. Dr. Hercules finishes up the mission and returns to Fulton Horizons.
Act Two (Back at the Fulton Building)
Numb Chuck arrives at the Fulton Horizons building looking for answers. He is met by
security chief, Black Bart who recognizes the new board member immediately and lets
him in. Bart shows him around the complex. The Brittanies, the library, and all
appropriate sections of Fulton Horizons are introduced to Numb Chuck. Wilberforce
arrives, just having "transformed" back from his Dr. Hercules persona. He and Tyson
greet Numb Chuck.
The group gets an emergency call from Fish, their CIA contact. He offers prime rates
for troubleshooting the spore release in Chester county that causes all humans to
become hungry drags on society. Unfortunately, signs point to the fact that Wilberforce
has already succumbed to the fungal infestation. A young coed from Penn is sent to
Lancaster county as a test subject. The young woman is named "Brittany" by pure
coincidence. She is henceforth known as "fungus Brittany". Wilberforce takes her into
the lab to concoct an appropriate counter for the fungal bloom. Tyson orders the doctor
locked into the lab to prevent further infestation. After some research, Wilberforce finds
the cure for the munchies-fungus. As thanks for saving her from a sure life-threatening
fungal infestation (and because he is just so sexy with his shaker and martini) fungus
Brittany and Wilberforce make sweet, sweet love on a deserted gurney.
Unfortunately, the lovemaking is interrupted when the other heroes realize that
Wilberforce has concocted an antidote. Wilberforce explains that the only sure cure is
found on a deserted island known as "Nimrod Island" in the South Pacific. Small
creatures that resemble squirrel-sized t-rex dinosaurs live on this island and carry a
certain anti-fungal protein that the heroes need. After a montage of selecting what is
needed for the trip, the heroes fly out from Stoltzfus field.
Act Three (Nimrod Island!)
Enroute, the heroes are attacked by two more remotely-controlled fighter planes. Tyson
manages to get them to fly into one another. The heroes land on Nimrod island, but not
at the immediately obvious beach part. They land right near the volcano that requires
some tricky flying.
The heroes disembark and start to collect tiny t-rexes. Soon they are attacked by some
local human degenerates who revere the squirrel t-rexes. The heroes shoot them dead
and beat them senseless before too much can happen.

They are so close to achieving the necessary anti-fungal protein from the squirrel
t-rexes, that when the supply runs out the heroes worry. The radio crackles that
"Nimrod the Mighty Hunter" is on them and that they should run to provide him the
appropriate hunting thrill. Instead the heroes load up the jet and fly to another part of
the island. Nimrod curses them over the radio.
The heroes land and start to try to collect protein. In comes the natives on three-story
sized t-rex creatures. True, they would serve as the entire protein source themselves,
but they are trying to kill the heroes.
Tyson shoots the natives dead with his machine gun while Wilberforce (in his
super-secret alter ego of Dr. Hercules) fights a t-rex toe-to-toe and Numb-Chuck throws
stun grenades from hidden positions to slow down the assault. The heroes prevail, take
the protein from the big dinosaurs, and leave.
On their way back to Lancaster from the South Pacific, the heroes stop by Chester
county. Wilberforce has used the dinosaur protein during the trip to synthesize an
antidote. Tyson navigates a spectacular dive over Philadelphia to airdrop the antidote.
The flying and the science works, and Eastern Pennsylvania is returned to normal
scoring Fulton Horizons a prime success.

